BioScope


Bioscope is a nationwide short film
competition for students organised by
Presidency University. It’s purpose is to give
the students a chance to demonstrate their
filmmaking skills and tell their story. It's an
open theme competition. Students can
participate as individuals or as a team.
E-Certificates Will be Given to the Winners.

Registration Deadline - 20th February,2021

Event Date:- 21st Feb - 10th
March,2021

Entry Fee: There is NO ENTRY FEE

Guidelines

1. This is a short film competition and hence ONLY Short Films should be
submitted (NO DOCUMENTARIES ALLOWED).
2. DURATION: The films shall not be more than 5 (Five) minutes or (300 seconds),
including the beginning and end credits. Films exceeding this time limit are
liable to be rejected. The minimum length should be 60 seconds including
credits.
3. The film should have been shot / completed after 1st August 2019.
4. The short films could be in HINDI, ENGLISH or KANNADA but subtitles
must be in E
 NGLISH.
5. FORMAT: The films may be shot in MPEG4 or AVI format. The recommended
ratios are: 16:9 / 16:9 Full Height Anamorphic – in DV / HDV.
6. RIGHT TO SCREEN: The participants must grant the organiser rights to
Screen i.e., to P
 RESIDENCY UNIVERSITY, BENGALURU.
7. COPYRIGHT: The Film must not contain any copyrighted work(s) belonging to
third parties unless (1) Participants have a license to use such works in the Film;
or (2) the use participants’ Film makes of such works is a fair one under the
copyright laws. Participants will retain any licenses and provide them to the
organiser upon request.
8. If there are many participants for a Single Project, there must be a mention of
their roles in the credits and there must not be more than 8(Eight) participants
(Except actors).
9. Students must possess a valid Identity Card provided by their Respective
Institutes.
10. Once submitted, the entries cannot be withdrawn for any reason whatsoever.

11. The organizers reserve the right to modify the terms and conditions of the
contest without any intimation to the participants at any time after the launch of
the contest.
12. Entry and participation of films implies unconditional acceptance of these terms
and regulations.
13. The decision of the jury shall be final, unquestionable and binding on all
participants.
14. The film must have a S
 toryline and Artists.

For Any Queries, Kindly Contact:
Faculty Coordinator :Mr. Ajay Pandey
(Mechanical Department)

Student Coordinator:
Hariharan Kalagudi | +91-8867622550
Shubh Gupta | +91-8077104225

Mail Id :- pusophotography@gmail.com

Registration Methods

Scan to
Register

Or
Click on the link Below to Register
BioScope Registration

